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Using EIT resistivity estimates in EEG inverse problems
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Abstract: When we solve EEG inverse problems,

such as dipole estimation or scalp-cortex
mappingr w€ need to know the resistivity
distribution of the head. We also need to
know the structure, e.g. the thicknesses
of the scalp and the skull. The structural
information can be obtained from MR images
but the resistivity data is more complicated.
We have studied the possibility to use EIT

EIT is a method for estimating the resistivity
distribution in a region CI [3]. In EIT we inject current
into the object through the electrodes and measure
the resulting potentials at the electrodes. Using this
boundary data we can estimate the internal resistivity
distribution. The simplest model of EIT [ ] is almost
equivalent to the EEG model
Y

(Electrical Impedance Tomography) to estimate

the resistivity distribution of the head. The
results from the simulations suggest that EIT
could be used to improve the dipole moment
estimates.
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where j7 is injected current density into the electrode
and öf)" is the boundary covered by the electrodes.
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INTRODUCTIOI\T

Inverse potential mapping and equivalent dipole
estimation are two different types of inverse problems in
BBG analysis. In the inverse potential mapping the aim
is to estimate potential distribution e.g. on the cortex
when the measured (EEG) potentials on the scalp are
known. This is a linear inverse problem [1]
In the equivalent dipole estimation problem a model
for the obtained EEG is that it is generated by a current
dipole(s). The aim is to estimate the location and the
moment of this dipole(s). If the location is assumed
to be known and we want to estimate the orientation
and the magnitude of the dipole, the problem is linear,
otherwise it is nonlinear [2].
To see the importance of the resistivity distribution
we have to consider the volume conductor model of
EEG. This mathematical model is the partial differential
.

equation
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with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
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where fl is the region occupied by the head, d0 is
the boundary of f), es LS the /'th electrode, o is the

conductivity, z is the potential, Q is the measured
potential on the /'th electrode, ,I.,, is the source volume
current (e.g. dipole) and n is the unit normal.
When we solve the EEG inverse problems we assume
that the resistivity distribution is known. Usually this
is done by giving some standard resistivity values for
scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid and the white and gray
matters. If it was possible to obtain reliable resistivity
estimates we would use these instead of standard values.

Fig. 1. Grid made from an MRI slice for FEM
calculations and EIT and EEG inverse problems. Two
outermost layers correspond to the scalp and skull,
respectively. The dipole is marked with the bold line.

METHODS

In this preliminary simulation study we used two
for EEG and EIT. As an EEG

dimensional models

inverse problem we chose to estimate the moment of one
dipole whose location was assumed to be known. As the
region f) we used MRI slice of the human head. For this

image we constructed a grid of 416 elements and 241
nodes which approximated the anatomical structure of
the slice, Fig. 1. The grid was used in the finite element
(FEM) calculations.
The simulation procedure was as follows. First we

gave standard resistivity values for scalp, skull and
brain, 222 Qcm, 17760 f)cm and 222 Qcm, respectively
[5]. After this we perturbed resistivities of the elements
(four elements combined together) in the skull and
these values were used as the true resistivies. The
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perturbations were made by adding random errors
(uniformly distributed) so that the maximum error
was (+5% - +30%) of the standard skull resistivity
value. For these perturbed resistivity distributions we
calculated the corresponding EEG forward problem i.e.
potentials on the scalp due to the known dipole source
on the cortex [6].
Then we solved the dipole moment estimation
problem with the standard resistivity values and with
the values obtained from EIT. First we solved the
forward problem for dipoles of unit strength in r and
g directions, which yields u* and uo The potential
distribution generated by a dipole with components D"
and Do can now be expressed as u - Td in which
T - (u,,uo) and d, : (D*,,Dr). The dipole moment
d was solved using the pseudoinverse of T [2].
The EIT inverse problem was solved by assuming
constant conductivity in the scalp, 16 different values in
the skull and constant in the brain. For solving these we
minimized the squared error norm between "measured"
the potentials (simulated using trigonometric current
patterns) and the calculated potentials by iterative
Gauss-Newton method [7].
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RESULTS

The results of this study are shown in Fig. 2. As

can see when using standard conductivities the errors in
both orientation (Fig. 2 a) and magnitude (Fig 2 b) are
larger than when using values solved by EIT. The bigger
the maximum error the better the result when using

EIT, which is evident as long as the EIT reconstruction
is stable. The errors were calculated as averages from
ten different perturbations for each pertubation level.
DISCUSSION

Fig. 2.

in

in the dipole orientation a) and
b) with different levels of maximum

Errors

magnitude

perturbation. Dashed lines correspond to the solution
using standard values and solid lines to the solutions
using EIT values.
localization and 3D modeli,ng, pp. 71-86. Helsinki
University of Technology, Report TKK-F-AOB9,
1991.

We have suggested that EIT could in principle be
used to improve the estimation of the inverse mapping
in the dipole moment estimation problem. The obtained
improvements are not very big but we expect that
these will increase considerably when the location
estimation is also carried out. We claim that in the real
measurement situation we have to use three dimensional
model and therefore the results may not be as good as
here. This is mainly due to the fact that solving absolute
values with EIT is very difficult, especially when three
dimensional model of the head is concerned.
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